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1. Introduction to The Guide 
 
We’re calling this ‘The Guide’ because it is intended to be just that. We could have called it a 
handbook or a manual, but that would have been to suggest a much more well-formed and 
prescriptive document. What we offer here is an attempt to describe the shape and 
intention of Methodist Pioneering Pathways (MPP), together with a gathering together of 
some of the learning, experience and tools which have emerged during the pilot phase.  
Some of the documents and ideas have come directly from the three pilot schemes: 
 

 Bristol and The Midlands 

 North East 

 Yorkshire Plus 
 
Others have been developed by a small working group appointed by the Ministries 
Committee to implement the pathways.  Apologies for any formatting eccentricities which 
have occurred when incorporating other documents into this guide!  The originals can be 
made available as separate documents in due course. We hope that as MPP begins to take 
shape in all of the DMLN regions from the beginning of September, this body of resources 
will grow and that ‘The Guide’ will be a constantly evolving document to which you are 
invited  to contribute. 
 

2. Introduction to MPP 
 
Methodist Pioneering Pathways is part of the Discipleship and Ministries Learning Network.  
After pathways for ordained ministry, Local Preachers and Worship Leaders, the Ministries 
Committee decided that a pathway for pioneers should be the next priority.  The report of 
the working group set up by the Ministries Committee is available on the MPP page of the 
Methodist website (www.methodist.org.uk/pioneeringpathways)  but is also included in ‘The 
Guide.’   
 
The three pilot schemes were established during 2014/15, and the remaining regions will 
begin to launch MPP from September 2015. Regions are encouraged to implement the 
pathways in the best way for them during the course of the year, bearing in mind that there 
will be people within each region who will be enquiring about the provisions in their region 
from now onwards. 
 
Pioneer Ministry is not a new development – it has its roots in Methodist origins and can be 
traced back to the mission approach of the early church.  Essentially it is about: 
 

 Reaching people who don’t currently connect with Church or faith 

 Beginning with the community rather than Church 

 Listening carefully to the context of that community 

 Helping people to encounter God’s love in Christ where they are 

 Enabling people to become disciples of Jesus in their context 

 Forming new ecclesial communities or churches among those people 
 

http://www.methodist.org.uk/pioneeringpathways
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However, for the first time the Methodist Church is now recognising and 
affirming the ministry of pioneers and establishing a framework of 
support for them through MPP. 
 
For the purposes of MPP, pioneers are people who: 
 

 Work with those who have no current connection with church 

 Are intentional about forming new church communities 

 Do this as a primary focus of their ministry 
The work of pioneering is usually a slowly evolving ministry, characterised by 
experimentation and innovation.  MPP seeks to reflect that and, unlike some other pathways 
within the DMLN, has a much more fluid and emerging shape to it.  This can be both 
extremely liberating but, at the same time, somewhat daunting! 
 

3. Oversight and accountability 
 
Pioneers and pioneering seem to be spontaneous developments prompted by the Holy 
Spirit. The Methodist Church, through VentureFX and now through MPP, is endeavouring to 
respond creatively to those developments.  Pioneers are normally people who are already 
engaged in pioneering mission, because that is their instinct.  If they are lay, they are 
normally they are employed by a church, circuit or district if they are a lay person, or 
stationed to a circuit or district if they are ordained. It appears to be an urban myth that 
pioneers are unaccountable mavericks.  A recent submission from VentureFX  to the Faith 
and Order Committee’s consultation on Connexionalism states: 
 
‘The pioneers spoke appreciatively of their sense of belonging to something which was 
bigger and wider than their local context.  As people engaged in ministry which is often at 
the margins and intensely local in focus it can sometimes feel a little isolated and lonely – 
belonging to something beyond the local helped them to feel located and rooted’. 
 
Experience suggests that pioneers actively desire oversight and accountability - perhaps 
even more than others involved in ministry. Maybe there is something about working so 
much at the margins that being held by the wider Church takes on more, rather than less, 
importance. 
 
With the advent of MPP, oversight and accountability will still be a local responsibility - it will 
not be replaced by anything within the pathway provisions, though they will seek to support 
that local oversight.  Pioneers are not currently being admitted, as such, to an authorised 
ministry of the Church, so engaging with MPP is voluntary unless those to whom they are 
responsible require it.  Participation in the pathways indicates a serious intention to engage 
with a process of personal and spiritual formation as a pioneer and has resource implications 
for the Church. It is appropriate therefore to be discerning in inviting people to embark on 
MPP.  This does not, however, imply authorisation by the Connexion nor does it remove the 
responsibility for local oversight and accountability. 
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4. The Components 
 

This diagram illustrates the key components of MPP and how they relate to the overall 

objectives of the pathways.   

 
Here’s some additional comments about those different components and also references to the 
relevant documents 
 

Vocational discernment 
 
In exploring the possibility of pioneering, as with all ministries within the life of the Church, it is 
important that people are supported through an appropriate process of vocational discernment. As 
pioneer ministry is not an authorised ministry of the Church the process of vocational discernment 
will not be as formal as that demanded of ministerial candidates, local preachers and worship 
leaders.  That does not mean, however, that it should not be rigorous.  For some this will be a means 
of confirming a call they have already discerned and which they are currently fulfilling. The 
recognition and affirmation of the Connexion may come as an encouragement to them. For others it 
may be a way of testing something which the Spirit has been stirring up within them. 
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For all involved - pioneers themselves, those who appoint them, the wider Church and the 
communities where they are working, it is important that there can be shared confidence that it is 
appropriate for someone to be part of MPP.  No doubt we will refine the way by this can happen but 
currently we suggest that it involves the following steps: 
 

1. The person has a conversation with those who currently have responsibility for their pastoral 
oversight. 

 
2. The person also has a conversation with the designated member of their regional DMLN 

team. 
 

3. Some of the following resources might be helpful to assist in these conversations: 
 

 The booklet, ‘Called to Pioneer’ 

 Some of the reading material suggested on the MPP website 

 The Encounter programme offered within the DMLN 

 A short placement 

 The two MPP videos available on the website 

 The checklist of characteristics of a pioneer 
 

4. An application form is completed. 
 

5. References from suitable people are obtained. 
 

6. A recommendation is made locally and submitted to a panel convened by the Coordinator 
for pioneer ministry. 

 
7. If all are agreed that this is the right thing, the person is added to a centrally-held register of 

pioneers. At that point the person is admitted to MPP. 
 

The following documents relating to this component are to be found in the Appendix: 
 

 MPP Resources – some suggested reading material, websites etc (1) 
 Transcripts of the two MPP videos (2) & (3) 
 A Checklist of Pioneer characteristics (4) 
 Application form (5) 
 Reference form (6) 

 

Community of Practice (Pioneer Collective) 
 
One of the foundational elements of MPP is the gathering of pioneers in peer groups for mutual 
learning, sharing, encouragement and support. 
 
Communities of practice (according to Ettiene Wenger) comprise three distinct elements: 
 
A community – in this case practitioner pioneers 
A domain – in this case the domain, or field of common activity, is pioneer mission and ministry 
Practices – in this case the things that pioneers do in fulfilling their work to engage with un-churched 
and de-churched people with the intention of forming new church communities. 
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A key role for DMLN staff leading on MPP will be to encourage and facilitate these communities of 
practice.  Some regions may need more than one pioneer community of practice, depending on 
geography and numbers.  Some of the key learning contained within David Dadswell’s summary of 
the pilot phase will offer useful insights here. 
 
One of the most significant lessons was the importance of allowing the pioneers to be involved in 
shaping and running the community of practice and its gatherings from a very early stage. 
 
The following document relating to this component is to be found in the Appendix: 
 

 Pilot Schemes, 2014-15: Reflections and Learning (7) 
 
 

Coaching or Mentoring 
 
Pioneers will need someone who can journey with them and help them to reflect on: 
 

 The practices which they develop as a pioneer 

 Their theological understanding of their ministry and mission 

 The health, or otherwise, of their formation as disciples and pioneers. 
 
The coach/mentor is the person who can help the pioneer to reflect on all the diverse strands of their 
formation and how they all fit together.  This will include ongoing reflection on vocation, formal 
learning, local context, portfolio development and Methodist context. 
 
DMLN staff will be key in identifying suitable people to act as coaches or mentors – some of whom 
may be doing this in other contexts and may have the capacity to help with MPP; others may need to 
be recruited.  The pioneering ministries co-ordinator will signpost suitable training opportunities for 
coaches, but it is not necessary for coaches to have received this training before working with a 
pioneer if DMLN staff are confident that they are capable of doing so. 
 
The following document relating to this component is to be found in the Appendix: 
 

 Coaching pioneers (8) 
 

Formal Learning 
 
There is not a single course for a pioneer to undertake, but a tailor-made package appropriate for the 
context and learning needs of an individual.  The concept is of continuing learning, rather than a 
course to be completed. It will be possible to draw on modules and courses currently available within 
the DMLN and especially at the two centres, together with the Mission Shaped Ministry course.  
Pioneers can be signposted to modules and courses offered by other organisations and institutions, 
but funding will not be available for these.   
 
Within the budget which has been agreed it will be possible to receive part funding for MA courses, 
and full funding for certain courses offered by Cliff College and The Queen’s Foundation.  The 
Director of SRI has devised a suitable application and scrutiny process for MA funding.  MSM costs, 
which are in the region of £300 will need to be met locally but the new flexible delivery model for 
MSM should make it more accessible and less expensive. DMLN staff will be able to advise pioneers 
on what is available, and a national Studies Advisor will keep an up to date list of available modules 
and courses.  The Studies Advisor will also be able to support regional staff in their role in helping 
pioneers to determine which formal learning opportunities to pursue. 
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Portfolio 
 
Pioneers who are part of MPP will be encouraged to develop a personal portfolio which will 
constitute a record of their journey and formation in pioneer ministry.  The portfolio will be a means 
of recording an individual’s formation, but it will also provide evidence of that formation should a 
pioneer move to a different appointment. It may include some, if not all of the following: 
 

 Theological reflection 

 Journaling 

 Reading 

 Formal learning 

 Written material – including articles, blog posts, presentations 

 Reflection using multi-media such as art, video, poetry, and music. 
 
The following document relating to this component is to be found in the Appendix: 
 

 Pioneer Portfolio Colour draft (9) 
 How to start my Portfolio (10) 

 

Fresh Ways Hub 
 
In developing MPP we have always felt it to be important that all those involved with exploring fresh 
ways of being church are able to receive encouragement and support.  However, we have also felt 
that it is important that pioneers should receive the distinctive support and resources they require.  
MPP offers the specific components described above for practitioner pioneers.   The Fresh Ways hub 
in a region is intended to be a wider framework which embraces the variety of people who are 
exploring fresh ways of being church through creative and innovative mission, worship, service and 
pastoral care. 
 
The working group has tried to indicate the key values which are at the heart of this hub, but hopes 
that each region will develop it in a way which makes sense for their context. 
 
The following document relating to this component is to be found in the Appendix: 
 

 A Fresh Ways Hub (11) 
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Appendix 
 
(1) Methodist Pioneering Pathways – turning 
possibilities into reality  
 

Resources 
 

 

 

  

 
 

The Pioneer Gift: Explorations in Mission Baker, J. & Ross, C. 
(Eds), Canterbury 
Press, 2014 

 
 

Pioneers4Life: 
Explorations in Theology and Wisdom for Pioneering 
Leaders 

Male, D. (Ed), 
Bible Reading 
Fellowship, 2011 

 
 

Fresh!: 
An Introduction to Fresh Expressions of Church and 
Pioneer Mission 

Goodhew, D., 
Roberts, A., & 
Volland, M. (Eds), 
SCM, 2012 

 
 
 

Being Church, Doing Life; 
Creating Gospel Communities where life happens 

Moynagh, M.,  
Monarch, 2014 

   

http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://cdn.mysitemyway.com/etc-mysitemyway/icons/legacy-previews/icons/glossy-black-icons-culture/027288-glossy-black-icon-culture-book3-open.png&imgrefurl=http://icons.mysitemyway.com/legacy-icon-tags/book/page/6/&h=512&w=512&tbnid=Od6gzu5C1SKjcM:&zoom=1&docid=xbOJ5bDlcxKOoM&ei=pWI_VfW6DMGuUsLzg6gD&tbm=isch&ved=0CFcQMygYMBg
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Called to Pioneer? 
An introduction to pioneering mission and ministry 

Methodist 
Publishing, 2015 
 

 

Starting, Assessing and Sustaining Pioneering 
Mission 

Hollinghurst, S., 
Grove Booklet 
EV101, 2013 

 

Pioneering Leadership: 
Disturbing the Status Quo 

Male, D., 
Grove Booklet 
L14, 2013 

 
 

Mission-shaped church report: 
church planting and fresh expressions of church in a 
changing context 

Cray, G. (Ed), 
Church House, 
2004 

 
 

Fresh Expressions in the Mission of the Church: 
A report of an Anglican-Methodist working party 

Church House, 
2012 

 
 
 
 
 

Pioneer Ministry and Fresh Expressions of Church Shier-Jones, A., 
SPCK, 2009 
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Share Booklets 1-11 
(How can fresh expressions emerge? How should we 
start?  Where can we get support? How can we 
finance a fresh expression? etc) 

Available from the 
Fresh Expressions 
website 

 
 
 
 

Essential Fresh Expressions: 
3-minute guides to key aspects of forming a fresh 
expression of church 
 

Available from the 
Fresh Expressions 
website 

   

 

  

Methodist 
Pioneering 
Pathways 
 

www.methodist.org.uk/pioneeringpathways 
 

 

VentureFX www.ventureFX.org.uk 
 

 

Fresh 
Expressions 
 

www.freshexpressions.org.uk 
 

 

Church Army 
Research Unit 

www.churcharmy.org.uk/Groups/244926/Church_Ar
my/Microsites/Church_Army_Research/Church_Army
_Research.aspx 
 

 

   

 

  

Methodist 
Pioneer 
Pathways 
(full version) 
 
 

 
 
www.methodist.org.uk/pioneeringpathways 
 

 

   

http://www.methodist.org.uk/pioneeringpathways
http://www.venturefx.org.uk/
http://www.freshexpressions.org.uk/
http://www.methodist.org.uk/pioneeringpathways
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Methodist 
Pioneer 
Pathways 
(short version) 
 

 
 
www.methodist.org.uk/pioneeringpathways 
 

 

   

 
  

http://www.methodist.org.uk/pioneeringpathways
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(2) Methodist Pioneering Pathways – turning 
possibilities into reality (short version)  
 

Transcript and Discussion Questions 
 
 
Ric Stott (Pioneer, Sheffield) 
In pioneering ministry we go out on our own – supported by the church, but we go out on our own - 
and engage in a deep incarnational ministry exploring what does it mean for me to be a Christian 
here? If a Christ-centred community grows up in this cultural space, what does it look like?  
 
Elaine Lindridge (Mission enabler and Pioneer, North East) 
So much of what we do in church is about inviting people to come and join us, come and join our 
services,  come and join our organisations or come to one of our events. And that’s great and I think 
we should be doing that.  But what about the people who no matter how good the invitation or how 
good the welcome would never come and get involved with church life?  So pioneering is that which 
goes beyond the edge, that which looks to see where God is working, perhaps in the more unusual 
places. 
 
Ric Stott 
My name’s Ric Stott – I’m a pioneer minister here in Sheffield and we work here exploring creative 
arts and spirituality. We’ve come to this space right in the city centre of Sheffield, 35 Chapel Walk, 
where we have a community art space. We’ve got exhibition space, we’ve got studio space, we’ve 
got an amazing, eclectic community of people who are part of the life here.  Most of them have had 
no previous experience of the Church and certainly wouldn’t touch traditional, inherited models of 
church with a barge pole. 
 
Winnie Baffoe (Pioneer, Bermondsey, London) 
I’m Winnie Baffoe and I’m based at the South London Mission and my project is called Rest at Tea 
Rooms.  There are two main groups, or two main activities. On a Tuesday we do Yoga and Christian 
meditation and on a Wednesday we do cooking with mothers experiencing destitution, 
homelessness, domestic violence and isolation.  The purpose of this really is just to make them feel 
whole. 
 
Tracey Hume (Pioneer, Crawcrook) 
I’m Deacon Tracy Hume. I’m a Methodist Deacon, working in the South West Tyneside circuit within 
the Newcastle District and this is a church, soft-play centre and cafe all rolled into one.  The idea is 
that it’s to be a community hub, somewhere where people feel that they can come and be 
themselves, be valued, and experience something of the love of Christ here. 
 
Rob Wylie (Pioneer, Whitley Bay) 
What makes a good pioneer for me I think is an ability to listen, and to hear the story and not 
presume.  And have the ability to move and shape things as you see things progressing rather than 
saying we must always do this in a particular way. So being able to step back and see it from a larger 
perspective: hands-off rather than hands-on. 
 
Hannah Bucke (Pioneer, Southend) 
I guess the most important thing that I’ve found is being willing to experiment and try new things and 
being able to do that without being too frightened of getting things wrong, of failing, of being able to 
learn from what you’re doing.  Someone who can listen to people and what they need, and someone 
who can respond to that – I think those things are really important. I also think it’s important to be 
prepared to go out on your own a little bit. 
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Ian Bell (Pioneer ministries co-ordinator, Methodist Church) 
I think what the Holy Spirit is causing to bubble up is something that is so full of life and vibrancy that 
the last thing that we want to do is to try and impose structures that would in any way confine what 
the Spirit is doing.  What we’re trying to do, I think, is to offer a framework which will not quench 
what the Holy Spirit is doing.   
 
I think we need to be able to offer them the ability to gather together with others who are doing the 
same sort of thing.  So really I think what we are trying to establish are communities of practice.   
 
Within the Pioneering Pathways we’re hoping to gather together a team of accompanists, who will 
acts as coaches or mentors to individual pioneers.  So really walking with them, journeying with 
them, helping them to think about what they’re doing, helping them to do some theological 
reflection on that, helping them to see how this is part of being a Methodist pioneer.   
 
There’s all sorts of opportunities within the Discipleship and Ministries Learning Network which will 
enable pioneers to reflect on what mission is about, what the Church is about, to think theologically 
about what they are doing and also to learn some practical skills that will be appropriate to their 
context.  So we’re thinking more in terms of a tailor-made package which will cater for the needs of a 
particular pioneer in the specific context and the specific circumstances in which they are working. 
 
Ric Stott 
If you are feeling a call to start pioneering and you’re feeling that restlessness in your heart and 
spirit, pray about it, don’t keep it to yourself - talk to your minister about it, talk to your friends about 
it, talk to those who know you well and talk to other pioneers, you know, get in touch with us, we’re 
not that hard to find.  Give us a call, come and visit the projects, see what’s going on. And you’ll start 
to know, when you talk to the people who are doing the pioneering, you’ll know whether this is 
really something that is stirring your spirit. 
 
Elaine Lindridge 
Why not think about doing something completely different? Why not take a ‘holy risk’ and appoint a 
pioneer?  Why not consider just something off the wall?  I’m not even going to suggest what it might 
be because that totally defeats the idea of pioneering!  But pray and think and listen about what 
might be a new area of work within your area that’s going to reach people with this marvellous, 
wonderful love of God that we talk about so freely within the Church, but a lot of people have never 
heard about. 
 
Could you be part of the Story? For more information: 
Email:  pioneering @methodistchurch.org.uk  or  visit:  www.methodist.org.uk/pioneeringpathways 
 
Possible questions for discussion 
 
1. What did you notice about the things which characterise pioneering mission? 
2. What qualities of a pioneer did you discern through listening to their stories? 
3. What are the opportunities for pioneering mission in your context?  
4. Who and where are the people in your area who are not involved with church life? 
5. What action might you take to reach out to them? 
6. Is God prompting you as a church, circuit or district to develop a pioneer project in your context? 
7. Might God be calling you as an individual to explore pioneer ministry and mission? 

 
 
 

http://www.methodist.org.uk/pioneeringpathways
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(3) Methodist Pioneering Pathways – turning 
possibilities into reality (full version)  
 

Transcript and Discussion Questions 
 
 
Ian Bell (Pioneer ministries co-ordinator, Methodist Church) 
I think pioneering ministry is something that the Methodist Church has really always been involved 
with, right from the beginning. So in many ways I think the kind of pioneering mission and pioneering 
ministry that we’re involved with now is not so much something that’s a new development but 
something that’s really always been part of our ethos. 
 
Elaine Lindridge (Mission enabler and Pioneer, North East) 
So much of what we do in church is about inviting people to come and join us, come and join our 
services,  come and join our organisations or come to one of our events. And that’s great and I think 
we should be doing that.  But what about the people who no matter how good the invitation or how 
good the welcome would never come and get involved in church life?  So pioneering is that which 
goes beyond the edge, that which looks to see where God is working, perhaps in the more unusual 
places. 
 
Ric Stott (Pioneer, Sheffield) 
In pioneering ministry we go out on our own – supported by the church, but we go out on our own - 
and engage in a deep incarnational ministry exploring what does it mean for me to be a Christian 
here? If a Christ-centred community grows up in this cultural space, what does it look like?  
 
Tracey Hume (Pioneer, Crawcrook) 
 
Pioneer ministry for me has taken the Church one step further and made the links between what’s 
going on outside the church doors and what’s going on inside the church doors. 
 
Rob Wylie (Pioneer, Whitley Bay) 
 
I think pioneering’s effective because it treats every person that you meet as an individual.  It doesn’t 
presume anything.  There’s a sense of trying to understand where they might be coming from, you 
know we’ve got some people in our community who have been hurt by and bruised by church.  So 
even to step out of church was a difficult thing, never mind to come back into it.  So to come back 
into a pub setting where it’s a much more laid-back, chilled-out reflection where we’re able to get to 
know them as people, as human beings, I think is important.  And I think that goes back to the heart 
of Jesus and what Jesus was about - about meeting  people where they were, right where they were.  
 
 
Naomi Gordon (Pioneer, Sheffield) 
We are effectively starting from scratch in order to review the way that we spend our time 
ministering to others and being ministered to and what I’ve found is that people who wouldn’t be 
able to get access to pastoral support, to spiritual support or spiritual feeding, can find that here. 
There are people who are here, and their purpose is to build relationships. 
 
 
Ric Stott 
My name’s Ric Stott – I’m a presbyteral minister working for VentureFX as a pioneer minister here in 
Sheffield and we work here in the area of exploring creative arts and spirituality. Initially I started just 
-  I had a little art studio on the outskirts of the city centre, just making art, being with artists, having 
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coffee with lots of people, occasionally pulling together an exhibition with some of the artists I was 
getting to know. It was two or three years just being in the culture, getting to know people.  And 
eventually, again by the grace of God, through prayer, through listening to the context, through 
listening to the people around us, through listening to the Spirit of Christ, we’ve come to this space 
right in the city centre of Sheffield, 35 Chapel Walk, where we have a community art space.  
 
We’ve got exhibition space, we have studio space, we’ve got an amazing, eclectic community of 
creative people who are part of the life here.  Most of them have had no previous experience of the 
Church and certainly wouldn’t touch traditional, inherited models of church with a barge pole.  And 
this is what excites me about pioneer ministry, we’re out there, totally immersed in the culture and 
then seeing what kind of Christ-centred communities might grow up here. It’s about being there with 
people and just being a Christian in the midst of the real world. The more I do work outside the 
boundaries of inherited church the more I feel like a Methodist, ‘cos this is where we were born, this 
is our DNA, you know, going out into the fields to preach, going and being in places that are not the 
normal parts of church life and church rhythms so the more we do this pioneering work the more we 
are being Methodist. 
 
Winnie Baffoe (Pioneer, Bermondsey, London) 
I’m Winnie Baffoe and I’m based at the South London Mission and my project is called Rest at Tea 
Rooms.  It’s an acronym for the Methodist Quadrilateral, meaning Reason, Experience, Scripture and 
Tradition.  These are the four ways that we use to understand our faith a lot better.  
 
There are two main groups, or two main activities. On a Tuesday we do Yoga and Christian 
meditation and the purpose of that is really for a chance to exercise your mind, body and soul 
together, for people to understand that church isn’t simply about attending somewhere on a Sunday 
where you become a spectator, but something that involves your whole self.  
 
And on a Wednesday we do cooking with mothers experiencing destitution, homelessness, domestic 
violence and isolation.  The purpose of this really is just to make them feel whole, because they’re 
pressurised in the communities or the systems that they’re engaging with outside. So the purpose is 
for them to come here and feel like a human being. Church should reflect an identity that is true to 
its community, not something we’ve forged over time because it feels cosy. 
 
Liz Kent (Pioneer, Crawcrook) 
I’m Liz Kent – I’m a Methodist minister in the north of England and I’m involved in The Ark project 
 
Tracey Hume 
I’m Deacon Tracy Hume. I’m a Methodist Deacon, working in the South West Tyneside circuit within 
the Newcastle District and this is a church, soft-play centre and cafe all rolled into one.  The idea is 
that it’s to be a community hub, somewhere where people feel that they can come and be 
themselves, be valued, and experience something of the love of Christ here. 
 
Liz Kent 
The Ark is seeking to kind of connect with its local community and to be Church in a way that reaches 
people who wouldn’t normally be part of traditional Church. On a personal level it’s been an 
opportunity to do Church differently, it’s been an opportunity to connect with people where they are 
and to bring something of the love of God into whichever situation or encounter that is. 
Tracey Hume 
Everything I do here I get passionate about because they are things that God has placed on my heart 
a long time ago and I’m beginning to see that he’s taking me down those routes now - that he’s given 
me a heart for and now I can put them into action. So I get very emotional when I’m sometimes 
talking about what we’re doing, because I’m just so excited about what God’s doing – not what we’re 
doing! 
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Hannah Bucke (Pioneer, Southend) 
My name’s Hannah Bucke.  I’m a Methodist presbyter and I’m pioneering a new ministry here in 
Southend-on-Sea town centre. Its only 18 months old and it’s been a ministry that has started very 
much by hanging out here and building relationships with people in the town, a wide variety of 
people in the town, and it’s also beginning to emerge as a series of creative projects finding new 
ways to tell the Christian story in and around the High Street in Southend.  
 
Rob Wylie 
My name’s Rob Wylie.  I live and work in the North Shields and Whitley Bay circuit and we’ve been 
up there – well I’ve been up there it’ll be about twenty years in the locality and over the last kind of 
five or six years we’ve been developing a project based around my love which is real ale and craft 
beer.  I have a real passion for it. So it was trying to unpack what church might look like if you took it 
out of a church and put it into a different context.  So we’ve been exploring what that looks like over 
the last few years.  Sunday at the pub for me has been the reason I get up in a morning, really,  trying 
to create a place and a community of people that will have an opportunity to explore life, faith, 
spirituality and God in a way that isn’t threatening but is also taken outside of the church walls and 
trying to do it in a very different, new context. 
 
Liz Kent 
The range of pioneer is broader and might look different to one single image.  I think it’s all about 
seeing what God is doing in a particular context and following that, and getting involved in that and 
some people might think, ‘actually I’m not a pioneer,’ or ‘I don’t look like a pioneer or feel like a 
pioneer, but actually God has laid something on my heart to do that missional piece of relating or 
that piece of work’. 
 
Rob Wylie 
What makes a good pioneer for me I think is an ability to listen, and to hear the story and not 
presume.  I think so often we presume stuff about people and about Church and about life and faith 
which has stopped us from really engaging with people.  So listening I think is a crucial element of 
pioneering. And then some element of creativity, however you might describe or understand that, 
and I think it can be very, very wide and varied.   But I think some ability to create something around 
that which you’ve heard or listened to. And having the ability to move and shape things as you see 
things progressing rather than saying, ‘we must always do this in a particular way’. So being able to 
step back and see it from a larger perspective: hands-off rather than hands-on. 
 
Hannah Bucke 
I guess the most important thing that I’ve found is being willing to experiment and try new things and 
being able to do that without being too frightened of getting things wrong, of failing, of being able to 
learn from what you’re doing.  Someone who can listen to people and what they need, and someone 
who can respond to that – I think those things are really important. I also think it’s important to be 
prepared to go out on your own a little bit and to not be constrained by existing models of Church 
and existing models of ministry but to try and do things that are relevant to the people you’re 
working alongside. 
 
Ric Stott 
If they have a restlessness to get out beyond the normal bounds of Church and to explore what 
Christ is doing way, way outside the parameters of where the Church normally operates – that 
restless spirit.  But a desire to pray, a desire to seriously seek Christ in unusual places and in risky 
places - to gently wait and listen to the Spirit of Christ.  A pioneer is going to have to have the 
patience to wait and sometimes wait for a long, long time. Two years? Three years?  Who knows how 
long? To wait for the gentle prompting of the Spirit and then to carefully and kindly grow community.  
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A pioneer has got to be a person of prayer.  A pioneer will be someone who takes risks. A pioneer will 
be someone who gets used to the feeling of feeling uncomfortable and feeling scared  
 
Ian Bell 
I think really, pioneering and the whole Fresh Expressions movement is largely a response to what 
God is already doing and the Holy Spirit is clearly at work. I think what the Holy Spirit is causing to 
bubble up is something that is so full of life and vibrancy, it’s so exciting and creative,  that the last 
thing that we want to do is to try and impose structures that would in any way confine what the 
Spirit is doing.  What we’re trying to do, I think, is to offer a framework which will not quench what 
the Holy Spirit is doing but will release the opportunity for individuals and circuits and districts to be 
able respond to the call to engage in this kind of mission.  
 
One of the key things about Methodist Pioneering Pathways is that for the first time the Methodist 
Church is actually saying to people who sense this call, that their call is recognised, that it’s affirmed 
by the Church. 
 
I think we need to be able to offer them the ability to gather together with others who are doing the 
same sort of thing.  So really I think what we are trying to establish are communities of practice of 
people who are pioneering. They’re bound to be doing different things – their contexts will be very 
different - but they will all be engaged in this form of mission and therefore they’ll be able to 
encourage one another, learn from one another and, in a way, individuals I think will be able to 
engage in a journey of personal and spiritual formation as pioneers.   
 
Within the Pioneering Pathways we’re hoping to gather together a team of accompanists, who will 
acts as coaches or mentors to individual pioneers.  So, really, walking with them, journeying with 
them, helping them to think about what they’re doing, help them to do some theological reflection 
on that.  Look at how the context that they’re working in and the learning that they’re engaging in 
fits together. Helping them to see how this is part of being a Methodist pioneer.  So working out 
what this is going to involve in terms of relating to the wider Methodist Church. Looking at some of 
the practical challenges and obstacles that they might be encountering.  
 
Formal learning is really important.  It’s not the only and not even the most important part of the 
Pioneering Pathways, but it is key that pioneers are able to continue to learn, that they are engaged 
in an ongoing process of learning.  
 
There’s all sorts of opportunities within the Discipleship and Ministries Learning Network which will 
enable pioneers to reflect on what mission is about, what the Church is about, to think theologically 
about what they are doing and also to learn some practical skills that will be appropriate to their 
context.  So we’re thinking more in terms of a tailor-made package which will cater for the needs of a 
particular pioneer in the specific context and the specific circumstances in which they are working. 
 
One of the key things that we’re going to be able to offer within the pioneering pathways will be the 
development of a personal portfolio.  So that pioneers might not have a certificate which says ‘you 
are a pioneer, ’ but they’ll  have a record which could be comprising all kinds of things including 
journals, theological reflection, a record of reading, videos, pieces of art, but together all of those 
things will constitute a record of their personal development and their learning.  
 
Naomi Gordon 
I think in some ways we’re all called to be pioneers in the sense that we’re called to look sensitively, 
and do sensitively, mission with the people who are directly around us.  I would certainly recommend 
looking outside of the usual and the rhythm of how things are currently done in order to look at what 
new things could be established in completely new ways.  
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Ric Stott 
If you are feeling a call to start pioneering and you’re feeling that restlessness in your heart and 
spirit, pray about it, don’t keep it to yourself - talk to your minister about it, talk to your friends about 
it, talk to those who know you well and talk to other pioneers, you know, get in touch with us, we’re 
not that hard to find.  Give us a call, come and visit the projects, see what’s going on. And you’ll start 
to know, when you talk with the people who are doing the pioneering, you’ll know whether this is 
really something that is stirring your spirit. 
 
Winnie Baffoe 
Look at the needs in your community.  Where you feel disenfranchised as a minister is probably 
because of time. A pioneer is there to listen – probably for about two years – just to listen to what’s 
happening in the community and therefore find a way to respond thereafter. And then that will give 
you the areas that you need to work on in the community and you too will be in a position to enable 
them because you have the expertise and then as a circuit you can do so much more together. 
 
Rob Wylie 
What I’d say to any church or circuit or even individual that wants to explore pioneering, would be to 
begin to look at the places and the people where you’re not reaching and see whether or not there’s 
something in that context that you could begin to create a project or begin to create an environment 
where spirituality can begin to grow and begin to flourish.  
 
Hannah Bucke 
I think what I would also say is, allow the project the space to grow organically and to be what God 
wants it to be. Don’t be too quick to put labels on it, to put boxes round it. Allow that person to 
develop that ministry in the context in which the people are which they’re working with. I think 
that’s really, really important.  But of course I think it would be a wonderful, enriching thing for any 
circuit to be involved in and I certainly know that’s been the case here and I’ve been fortunate 
enough to be able to draw other people from the circuit out into the town centre to work with me 
here and that’s been a real blessing, so it’s something I think every circuit could be doing. 
 
Ian Bell 
Fresh ways of being church which includes Fresh Expressions of Church and pioneering ministry I 
think gives great hope for the church today and in the future. I think it’s a way of engaging with God’s 
mission in the way that Methodists have always been keen to do and pioneering mission seems to 
really reflect the aspiration that the Methodist Church has to be a discipleship movement which is 
shaped for mission. 
 
Elaine Lindridge 
Why not think about doing something completely different? Why not take a ‘holy risk’ and appoint a 
pioneer?  Or look at releasing some of the existing staff or the existing people to be involved in a 
team who are going to plant something new somewhere else. Why not consider just something off 
the wall?  I’m not even going to suggest what it might be because that totally defeats the idea of 
pioneering!  But pray and think and listen about what might be a new area of work within your area 
that’s going to reach people with this marvellous, wonderful love of God that we talk about so freely 
within the Church, but a lot of people have never heard about. 
 
Could you be part of the Story? For more information: 
Email:  pioneering @methodistchurch.org.uk  or  visit:  www.methodist.org.uk/pioneeringpathways 
 
Possible questions for discussion 
 
1. What did you notice about the things which characterise pioneering mission? 
2. What qualities of a pioneer did you discern through listening to their stories? 

http://www.methodist.org.uk/pioneeringpathways
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3. What are the opportunities for pioneering mission in your context?  
4. Who and where are the people in your area who are not involved with church life? 
5. What action might you take to reach out to them? 
6. Is God prompting you as a church, circuit or district to develop a pioneer project in your context? 
7. Might God be calling you as an individual to explore pioneer ministry and mission? 
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(4) A Checklist of Pioneer characteristics 

 Do you long to see never-churched or de-churched people become 
disciples of Jesus? 

 

 Are you passionate about fresh ways of being church which relate to contemporary 
culture? 

 

 Are you creative and visionary and able to initiate new projects? 
 

 Do you like the idea of working together with others in mission? 
 
 
The Methodist Church wants to encourage people who are creative and visionary to pioneer fresh 
ways of being church for the growing number of people in our society who have little or no 
connection with church.  Helping people to begin a journey of discipleship to Jesus and creating 
Christian community where they can be nurtured and where they can in turn make disciples of 
others, is an exciting and rewarding task.  Bringing to birth fresh expressions of church which are 
truly missional Christian communities is at the heart of pioneer ministry. 
 
The careful selection of individuals who may potentially become pioneer mission leaders is of the 
utmost importance.  The criteria which have been used by VentureFX have been adapted for wider 
use here: 
 

Introduction 
 
As well as some important characteristics which will be looked for in prospective Pioneers, there are 
some practical matters which need to be covered: 
 

 You need to be at least 18 years of age. 

 You will need to be a member of or in relationship with the Methodist Church. 

 You will need to satisfy the requirements of the Methodist Church’s Safeguarding policy. 
 
Pioneering ministry can be extremely rewarding but also involves huge challenges, so the 
characteristics set out below form a kind of checklist for prospective pioneers.  In the process of 
vocational discernment, evidence of past experience and behaviour as well as current gifts, calling 
and passions are a guide to whether this is the form of ministry to which an individual may be suited.  
It is important that everyone looks realistically at whether pioneer ministry is an appropriate way of 
using someone’s gifts. In all this, though, it is important to remember the promise that God’s grace is 
sufficient for us, and that it is often in our weakness and sense of unworthiness that God’s power is 
able to work most effectively.   
 
1.  Visionary 
 
Pioneers are people who are able to see possibilities which others often may not recognise.  They 
seek to discern what God is doing and shape their work and aims accordingly so that they can pursue 
a God-given vision.  They are willing to adopt an approach which involves ‘holy risk,’ and naturally 
begin with people and community rather than taking church as their starting point. They are people 
who are able to think ‘outside the box,’ who can share vision effectively and who can inspire and 
encourage others to be visionary. 
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2.  Team builder and leader 
 
Pioneers can take a lead in starting up new Christian communities and activities, but are also able to 
inspire and encourage others to share in that task with them.  They are able to lead a team as well as 
able to function as part of a team and be an asset to the teams they belong to. Pioneers are able to 
help others to discern their gifts and offer them suitable encouragement and training so that those 
gifts can be appropriately used as part of a team.   
 
3. Collaborator 
 
It is important that Pioneers are able to share their vision and their dreams with others and to 
collaborate as a natural way of working.  They help others to feel a sense of ownership of the project 
and to feel valued as their contribution and skills are drawn in to its development.  They routinely 
consult with and involve those in the local church community and the wider community, and will 
work ecumenically wherever possible.  They share experience with others involved with fresh 
expressions work locally and beyond. 
 
4. Relationship builder  
 
Good pioneers are people who have excellent relationship skills and who are able to form open and 
healthy relationships with others, and encourage others to form good relationships also.  They 
naturally seek to get to know others personally and to build relationships of integrity and trust, 
acknowledging and respecting appropriate boundaries. They will have a Godly love and compassion 
towards others and will seek to respond to their expressed needs and concerns. 
 
5.  Initiator 
 
Pioneers are people who are self-starters, intrinsically motivated, and able to initiate a project or 
community of people, often building from nothing.  They are highly motivated, have qualities of 
persistence and commitment and are able to see a project come to birth despite obstacles and 
setbacks.  They are creative, innovative and imaginative and who also have the ability to be reflective 
about their work.  Often a prospective Pioneer will have already demonstrated their ability to initiate 
a fresh expression of church by having done so, or by having initiated a comparable innovative 
project.  They will have the ability to plan strategically and manage the process of beginning a project 
from scratch. 
 
6. Understanding of mission context   
 
Pioneers should have a developed perception of the issues involved in understanding and relating to 
the cultural context of the community where they minister.  They are good at listening, observing, 
coming alongside, and loving people in different cultures.  They should have a good knowledge of the 
world-view of those living in a postmodern and post-Christendom society, and have the skills to 
engage effectively in sharing Christian faith with them. They should have an awareness of the 
challenge of reaching people who have little understanding of the Christian story or the life of the 
church. 
 
7.  Evangelist 
 
Pioneers seek through appropriate and sensitive evangelism to share the good news of God’s love in 
Jesus Christ in order that others may become disciples of Christ and grow into a mature and 
authentic Christian lifestyle.  They need the ability to share Christian faith in a way which makes 
sense to non-churched people and which is relevant to their everyday experience.  Pioneers 
recognise that the good news has both personal and social implications and that God has a special 
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concern for justice and for disadvantaged and marginalised people, and they seek to share a whole 
Gospel.  There is likely to be evidence that they are already engaged in evangelism and service to 
those outside the church. 
 
8. Flexibility and adaptability 
 
Pioneers should be able to determine and pursue aims and priorities, but be able to refine and 
amend these in the light of experience and circumstances.  They should be able to cope effectively 
with ambiguity and with constant and sometimes abrupt change.  They are able to adapt their 
understanding, experience and methodology to the uniqueness of the fresh expression of church 
they are attempting to establish.   
 
9. Building an ecclesial community 
 
Pioneers need to have a developed understanding of the nature of the church and recognise that the 
aim of a project is to establish a form of church for those who do not normally attend any church 
with the hope that, in time, it will reach maturity as an ecclesial community and will bear the 
enduring marks of church.  They are sensitive to the need for the community they establish to be 
shaped in a way which is appropriate for its context, and which may be very different from a typical 
Methodist church, yet remains recognisably  ‘in connexion’ with the wider Methodist community, 
seeking appropriate ways to partner with other churches in mission and worship. 
 
10. Robustness and tenacity 
 
The nature of pioneer ministry is challenging and can be tough on people.  Pioneers and their 
families need to be confident that they can cope with these pressures.   They will demonstrate an 
ability to cope with disappointments and setbacks, and sometimes a sense of loneliness, and to be 
persistent in the face of difficulty. They will have an awareness of the limits of their own resources 
and will be able to maintain a sense of balance in their lives. 
 
11. Faith and Spirituality 
 
Pioneers will believe in God’s action in the world and will recognise that establishing a fresh 
expression of church is a venture of faith.  They will sense that engaging in this form of ministry is a 
response to a calling from God.  They will a vibrant relationship with God and a developed spirituality 
and devotional life which is able to sustain that relationship.  Prayer, engagement with Scripture, 
worship and fellowship with other Christians, as well as service and outreach to others will be 
evident in their lives. They should be people whose lives have been transformed by God and who are 
capable of helping to bring transformation to others.  There should be evidence of maturity in 
Christian discipleship not necessarily marked by its length but by its depth and practical application. 
Pioneers should be able to affirm and promote the characteristic Methodist emphases of salvation 
for all, the reality of personal faith and assurance, and the call to individual and social holiness. 
 
12. Commitment to diversity 
 
Pioneers may be women or men, ordained or lay, drawn from all social and ethnic backgrounds. They  
work with people from a wide variety of backgrounds and outlooks and they will therefore need to 
be sensitive and respectful to all and be able to cope and be comfortable with a diverse range of 
people, contexts, churches and situations.   In the development of a Christian community they will 
seek to be open and inclusive of all people as those who are loved and welcomed by God. They 
should, however, be aware of and adhere to the provisions of Methodist standing orders and useage 
regarding appropriate boundaries. 
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13. Willingness to share learning 
 
Pioneers will have the ability to draw upon prior learning and experience and apply it appropriately.  
They will be willing to engage with new learning and training opportunities which build on existing 
knowledge and attempt to address identified gaps, as well as understandings and competencies 
which directly relate to the context of the specific fresh expression of church where they are 
working.  Pioneers will be willing to learn and grow by drawing on a wide range of sources. They will 
recognise the value of being coached or mentored by others and will also be willing to offer coaching 
or mentoring to others as appropriate. Pioneers need the attributes and skills to benefit from and  
cope with suitable training and will demonstrate a capacity for ongoing theological reflection.  
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(5)  Registration form 

 

 

Throughout this form please expand the boxes if necessary to accommodate your information. 

Who am I? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

> Name 

  

Email 

 Telephone 

 

> 

> 

> 

My Gifts  (A brief description of the God given gifts you recognise in yourself or which others recognise 

in you.) 

 

 

Mobile > 
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My Current Context:  (A brief description of the current situation and the story so 

far.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Skills which I want to develop.  (Skills you would like help in growing and developing to 

strengthen your ministry.) 

 

 

(Please consider including the aims, activities, scale of involvement, a brief history, sustainability, 

successes, challenges and hopes.  Include whatever is relevant for understanding your context.) 
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My Other Pioneering Experience:  (A brief description.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

My Hopes of the Pilot Pathway Experience:  (Please spend time 

capturing your hopes and expectations of the pathway.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What I feel able to give to the pioneering pathways:   

 

 

 

 

> 

(Please say something about the context and particularly focus on your own involvement.) 

> 
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Reservations, anxieties or concerns about embarking on 

the pathways: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Circuit or District Support: 

Pioneering can be a lonely ministry.  We seek to support and nurture our pioneers within the 

wider Methodist family.  To this end we wish to ensure that local circuit or district support and 

encouragement is available and that the involvement in the pathways is understood within 

the local circuit.  This section should be completed by the Superintendent Minister of the local 

circuit, or Chair of the District. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

> 

Observations on this Pioneering Registration: 
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I support this pioneering application and will give encouragement and support to the pioneer and the 

project in the local circuit   

OR  

I am not able to support this Pioneering Registration for the following reason(s).  (I have discussed this 

with the potential pioneer.)  

 

 

 

 

Signed:          Date 

 

Superintendent Minister/District Chair                                                                         Circuit/District 
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(6) Report from a referee 
 

Name of applicant:   

…………………………………………. 

Introduction 

Thank you for agreeing to provide a reference for someone who is exploring being part of 

Methodist Pioneering Pathways.  What you say will be of significant help in this process of 

exploration.  It is quite detailed, but vitally necessary for our deliberations, so thank you for 

your forbearance in completing it. Your report will be seen by all those involved in the 

conversation including the applicant. 

Please type your comments where possible, or write very clearly in black ink if not. Please 

bear with us as sometimes the boxes move around a bit and need to be re-aligned! Please 

indicate in the box below your relationship to the applicant.  Please ensure that your 

reference draws upon your own experience of observation of and reflecting with the 

candidate.  It might also incorporate insights gained from your collaboration with others.   

The enclosed document with a checklist for pioneers has 13 topics and should be read 

alongside the following questions.  It would be helpful if you could comment, where you are 

able, on each of the topics in the boxes below.  We have resisted the temptation to adopt a 

tick-box approach, preferring open questions, but please don’t be daunted by the number of 

boxes – brief but perceptive comments will be invaluable. If you feel unable to comment on a 

particular topic please say so.  We are especially interested in forming a picture of how the 

applicant has behaved in respect to each topic, so concrete examples would be very helpful. 

 

Please indicate how long you have known the applicant and your relationship to her or him. 

1. Visionary.  In what ways does the applicant display the capacity to seek, pursue and share 

vision? 
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5. Relationship builder.  How has the applicant shown an ability to form and encourage open 

and healthy relationships? 

2. Initiator.  What evidence does the applicant show of a capacity to begin a project from 

scratch? 

3. Collaborator.  How has the applicant shown a willingness and an ability to work 

collaboratively with others? 

4. Understanding of mission context.  In what ways has the applicant shown an ability to 

engage with unchurched people in a contextually relevant way ? 
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6. Evangelist.  What evidence does the applicant show of being able to share the good news 

with unchurched people in appropriate and sensitive ways? 

7. Team builder and leader.  In what ways has the applicant shown a capacity to both build and 

lead teams effectively? 

8. Flexibility and adaptability.  What evidence is there that the applicant is both flexible and 

adaptable in their approach to situations? 

9. Building an ecclesial community.  How has the applicant shown a developed understanding 

of the nature of church, and of culturally relevant forms of church? 

10. Robustness and tenacity.  In what ways has the applicant shown an ability to work under 

pressure and to cope in the face of disappointments and setbacks? 
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Thank you for taking the time to complete this reference report – it will be of enormous help 

to us as we help the applicant to explore this avenue of Christian service and ministry. 

Please sign and date the form and return it by xxxx to xxxx as 

 an attachment by e-mail to xxxx and  

 a signed hard copy by post to xxxx 
 

Signed:  ................................................ Name    ........................................(please print)  

 

Date:  ..................................................................... 

 

 

 

11. Faith and Spirituality.  What evidence is there that the applicant has a mature faith and a 

sustaining spirituality? 

13. Willingness to share learning.  In what ways has the applicant demonstrated an appetite for 

learning and theological reflection and a willingness to share it with others? 

12. Commitment to diversity.  How has the applicant demonstrated a willingness to be inclusive 

and a capacity to work with people from diverse backgrounds and views? 

mailto:recruitment@methodistchurch.org.uk
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(7) Pilot Schemes, 2014-15 

Reflections and Learning 

 

 

 

 
1. Introduction 

 

Three pilot projects developing Pioneering Pathways have started to run in three Discipleship 

and Ministries Learning Network (DMLN) regions: Bristol and West Midlands, Yorkshire Plus 

and North East. The learning and development officers who have been involved in these pilots 

were asked by the Connexional working group on Pioneering Pathways to reflect on what they 

have learned over the year in order to pass the wisdom they had gained on to the other regions 

that will be establishing Pioneering Pathways from September 2015. This report is a summary of 

those reflections. There is a body of papers, outlines and other documents, which describe 

various aspects of the Pioneering Pathways. They are the fruit of work by Ian Bell and members 

of the Pioneer Pathways Group and rely on learning from the pilot projects. This paper assumes 

that these documents will be made available in an appropriate format by late Spring. The pilots 

have not been working to a standard pattern and so there is variety in how the process has 

worked, which is reflected in these reflections and analyses. Pioneers have appreciated that 

designing the Pathways is a developing work. 

 

 
2. Establishing constructive relations  

 

The pilots have spent considerable time and energy working with the Chairs in their regions to 

ensure a good understanding of what Pioneers are about and how the Pathways approach works 

through initial meetings and briefings and a continuing flow of information as the Communities 

of Practice have developed. This has largely been successful. It has been useful to take 

stakeholders carefully through the details of the approach to gain their support. There is a more 

difficult job to do with Superintendents. There is danger of expectations and understanding of 

the role of the pioneer being poorly matched. One pilot said, ‘we are already recognizing the 

potential for misunderstandings and mismatched expectations to arise between pioneers and 

those to whom they are responsible within the Methodist structures. This can make it difficult to 

fulfil the first criterion that states that the pioneer should “have pioneering as a primary focus of 

their ministry”.’  
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This may be the case particularly where the Pioneer minister has a dual role. Helping 

Superintendents and Circuits understand the primary focus of a Pioneer’s work relies on good 

initial briefings and discussion and building constructive relationships with the Circuits, keeping 

key stakeholders up to date with developments and building stronger and stronger links with 

them. The concept of Communities of Practice may be unfamiliar to Superintendents and Chairs 

and benefits from careful explanation. Other stakeholders such as District Evangelism Enablers 

have been included in this careful briefing work, as they may have, for example, fresh 

expressions of church in their remit. In all this the DMLN staff are careful to ensure that they do 

not become go-betweens or go beyond what is appropriate for their role in supporting 

constructive relationships. 

 

 
3. Recruiting Pioneers 

 

One pilot said, ‘Helping individuals and the Church to explore whether a person has the call and 

gifts to engage in pioneer mission and to recognise and affirm such a call is not straight-forward’. 

 

Another pilot said, ‘[Recruiting pioneers] is obviously a key task and took a lot of time. This is 

roughly how it worked for us. 

 

We did two things more or less simultaneously to start with; 

 Identified people we knew for whom the pathways would be appropriate. 

 Shared these ideas with the Chairs and asked them for any other suggestions (not many 

if any were given that we were not aware of). 

We then produced a list of six people and approached their Superintendents to get their 

thoughts and seek their blessing on involving them. At this point we had to take the Supers 

through all that was involved. Having obtained the blessing of the Super we then approached the 

Pioneers – face to face whenever possible -- took them through an outline of the Pathways and 

invited them to the first COP. From a first conversation with the Chairs (July) to the first COP 

(November) took 4 months.’   

 

In terms of timing one pilot said, ‘Our experience suggests that identifying pioneers would be 

much better done in the spring than September’. Another pilot thought that identifying and 

recruiting people would be better starting from September with the aim of starting the 

Communities of Practice at the beginning of the calendar year, given the rhythm of Synods, 

Circuit meetings and stationing. 

 

Because this is a relatively new approach, Pioneering does not figure heavily in standard 

vocations work. Support materials such as the Pioneer Pathways leaflet and the DVD will help in 
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this. Some Pioneers need encouraging to take the risk of joining the Pathway. Others may 

discover that the wider fresh ways hub within each region is a more appropriate means of 

support. However, vocational discernment is not just a feature of the start of becoming involved 

with the Communities of Practice but is a continuing theme and focus of reflection. 

 

 
4. The Pioneer Pathways & Portfolio 

 

An important distinction between this and other pathways is that there is not a defined end 

point in terms of accreditation (such as accredited Local Preaching or ordination as a minister). 

 

One pilot chose to introduce the elements of the Pathways to the meetings of the Community of 

Practice sequentially:  ‘So at our first meeting we gave an overview of the Pathways and the 

ethos of a Community of Practice. At our second meeting we introduced Coaching and next time 

we will take time to explore the Portfolio.’ 

 

Formal learning such as courses, degrees, research, and modules needs to be considered 

carefully as part of an individual’s learning pathway. This, being part of the work of the coaching 

relationship and dialogue with DMLN staff, will be tailored to individuals and will be a matter of 

discussion and developing understanding rather than a preformed set of expectations 

established as or before a Pioneer embarks on the pathway. Defining the pathway for each 

Pioneer involves considerable work and can only take place successfully after a constructive 

relationship has been established between Pioneer and coach. Understanding is developing 

across the network about which courses are available and which are helpful, for example, 

whether mission shaped ministry is essential. Experience is that most Pioneers involved so far 

have shown enthusiasm for engaging in formal learning, although some discomfort has been 

expressed around the commitment, especially in terms of time, the Pioneer Pathway demands, 

particularly when Pioneers are in a dual role. The Connexional funding available has been 

important. It could prove difficult, if this funding is not available in the future,  

 

Guidance material around the Pioneers’ portfolios has been developed over the year but, as yet, 

experience is only preliminary. One pilot said: ‘The Pioneers are in the early stages of developing 

their portfolios. Tricia Mitchell’s paper will be a useful tool to share with them in order to 

support their reflection.  We will seek to invite the pioneers to share some aspect of their 

portfolio when we meet as a COP so that everyone can benefit from each other’s experience, 

reading and theological reflection. It will also encourage participants in its development, 

especially in the early stages.’ 
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5. Communities of Practice 

 

The Pioneer role can often be isolated as well as distant from inherited church. Pioneer 

ministers can be sensitive about who understands them and their role. The Communities of 

Practice (COP) provide a place where Pioneers can feel valued and cared for by the Church. 

Pioneers are keen to become involved in their Community of Practice, as they are seen as places 

where Pioneers can engage with their peers in a safe, supportive environment as well as share 

practice, develop as pioneers, undertake learning, offer support to other Pioneers and articulate 

dreams and ambitions for the future. Because of the range of individuals and contexts from 

which they come, the learning opportunities and materials should take account of different 

learning styles and preferences. 

 

In some cases the Pioneers themselves have shaped the format of the meetings. Some DMLN 

staff have found themselves taking several steps back and are happy to do so.  

 

A sample outline of a Community of Practice day: 

 Meet mid-morning in a café for brunch, personal sharing, breaking of bread and prayer. I.e. 

the relational aspects of Community life. 

 Move together to another meeting room or space (which could be in a Church or weather 

and learning need permitting a garden) for briefings, updates and learning/training. i.e. 

the more formal learning aspects of  Community life. This time nourished by good quality 

cakes, fruit and drinks. 

 Closing creative worship and prayer. 

 End mid-afternoon. 

The meetings have been reasonably frequent, in one case in most months. Arranging meetings 

well in advance is crucial, for example, planning a full year ahead. 

There is some variation in opinions about what is a suitable venue for a Community of Practice 

to meet. Some thought holding the meeting in a non-church venue was important; some were 

happy with using church plant. Some meetings are starting to be held in the Pioneers’ contexts 

and hospitality shared. Funding for the Community of Practice days, food, etc., needs 

consideration. 

 

 
6. Support 

 

It has been seen as essential, and a relationship, which has been initiated early on, that the 

Pioneer has a skilled person who accompanies them in their developmental journey. The 

language to be used for this has been a matter of debate but the pilots have been using the term 

‘coach’. Building a productive relationship between Pioneer and coach is seen as a prerequisite 

to establishing an appropriate Pathway design for each Pioneer. 
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The coaches need good listening and supporting skills. They should be at least positive about 

Pioneer ministry, while some staff thought that it is better if they have skills and experience in 

Pioneer work. Some of the pilots expressed anxiety about being able to find enough coaches, 

although one said they were easier to identify than at first thought. The coaches include lay and 

ordained. 

 

Training for coaches has varied and needs to consider the cohort of potential coaches involved. 

Many already have considerable coaching skills and so do not need a basic coaching course, only 

help in understanding how operating as a coach with a Pioneer works. This means courses can 

be shorter, cheaper and more readily taken up. Some who have Pioneer experience may not 

have had coaching training. This could be provided by, for example, the coaching course at Cliff 

College. Alternatively, a targeted coaching course designed specifically for this pathway’s use has 

been used. It is seen as essential that the training has a focus on supporting Pioneers. This 

should include a session explaining the Pathway approach itself. 

 

 
7. DLMN Team 

 

Because it touches areas of all the regional staff’s portfolios, a number of members of the DMLN 

team in each region have been involved in their Pathway. This has been a positive experience. It 

also allows access to a range of staff and capability. Consideration is being given to whether a 

Pathway coordinator is explicitly needed. Consideration can also be given to drawing in highly 

experienced and effective Pioneers to support and advise the DMLN team.  

 

 
8. Issues that may need addressing in the future: 

 

 What form of on-going communication with Superintendents is appropriate/needed? 

 What happens when a pioneer would like to be part of the pathway but their 

Superintendent and/or Line Manager doesn’t want them to be? 

 Setting up local COPs across large regions. 

 Finding enough coaches 

 What continuing discernment looks like  

 What is the timescale for being on the Pathway? Should it be open ended or should there 

be a review point established from the beginning? 
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(8) Coaching Pioneers 
 
It is generally accepted that Pioneers benefit from having someone who will 
accompany them on their journey, acting as a coach to them.  Within the Fresh Expressions 
movement, Bob and Mary Hopkins developed this from an early stage.  The current Fresh 
Expressions team are exploring ways of offering coaching to those who have completed the MSM 
course and Graham Horsley, Connexional Missioner for Fresh Expressions from September 2015, has 
experience both of coaching and training coaches for pioneers. 
 
Within the Methodist Church, and especially within the DMLN, there are a number of contexts in 
which someone is identified who will journey with an individual.  Sometimes the term coach is used, 
other times the term mentor, accompanist or spiritual director is preferred.  There are also 
implications for the need to offer appropriate supervision or oversight.  No doubt in time, there will 
be a common agreement about how all these things relate to one another, and different models will 
have been tried and their relative merits reflected upon.  In speaking of the role of a coach for 
pioneers, then, there is a certain provisionality about the term and the model being used in the light 
of these ongoing explorations.  It seems to make sense to begin with a model which has currency in 
the Fresh Expressions world, so long as we are clear about what is meant by it. 
 
It may be helpful to suggest what it isn’t!  It isn’t like the model of the sports coach who is a 
recognised expert marching up and down the touchline barking orders at players on the field. It is 
not someone who is ‘telling’ or directive but someone who is listening and asking.  The coach who 
will best help a person in their formation as a pioneer will be someone who walks with them and 
listens carefully to their story and asks the kind of questions which will enable them to reflect well on 
their work.  If that is the model we seek to establish, then the keys things we might expect the coach 
to offer would include: 
 

 Enabling a pioneer continually to reflect theologically on the nature of their calling, as part of 
an ongoing process of vocational discernment. 

 

 Listening carefully to the pioneer’s story and reflecting back issues which are deserving of 
further exploration. 

 

 Asking good questions which enable the pioneer to reflect on their context and their practice 
as well as their personal and spiritual formation. Sometimes these may be difficult and 
challenging questions. 

 

 Holding a pioneer to account for acting appropriately in the light of their reflection. 
 

 Helping a pioneer to have an integrated to approach to their theological reflection, their 
formal learning, their context, their practice and their sense of exercising ministry in a 
Methodist environment. 

 

 Helping a pioneer to develop their personal portfolio 
 
A coach will ideally be someone who: 
 

 Understands the role and work of a pioneer without necessarily having personal experience 
and knowledge of pioneering. 

 

 Is open and non-judgemental, able to respect confidentiality. 
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 Is able to sit with a pioneer in the times of apparent unknowing and sense of 
directionlessness. 

 

 Can gain the trust of a pioneer and be a person to whom they can bare their soul. 
 

 Is able to help to establish and keep to appropriate ground-rules in the coaching relationship. 
 
 
The model of coaching we seek to adopt for pioneers will constitute a form of accountability, but this 
will be an accountability separate from that which is represented by the normal oversight and 
management structure.  It would not be expected that the coach would report into or be part of the 
formal oversight and accountability provisions. Supervisors, line managers, superintendent ministers, 
district chairs and oversight groups would be the context for that.  Clearly if Safeguarding concerns 
were raised, the coach would have no alternative but to report those in the normal way.  If there 
were other significant concerns, the coach might wish to negotiate with the pioneer how these might 
be appropriately fed back into the formal processes.  It seems to be important however that, 
generally speaking, the coach is independent of those formal processes. 
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(9)  Pioneer Portfolio  

It is hoped that any pioneer who belongs to a community of practice will theologically  

reflect on their journey. Those following the Methodist Pioneering Pathways are expected  

to record their reflections in a portfolio, and this document offers some guidance as to what  

is expected for this purpose while recognising that no two portfolios will look the same  

 

Purpose  
"The power of story in authentic emerging churches is huge. We can learn to see ourselves 

connected to God's story only in so far as we have opportunity to tell and reflect upon our  

own stories, as faith and transformation are birthed by the Spirit in the overlap where God's  

story and our own human stories meet."1  

 

The portfolio has two discreet but coherent functions:  

 

 It is a tool to help the pioneer reflect and develop the tools necessary for 

pioneer ministry. In that sense it is an exercise in reflective practice and 

theological reflection. 

  

 Secondly, it is a document that enables the church as a whole to learn from 

the pioneer experience.  

 

This means the portfolio is both personal and public and ought to be seen as a vital resource 

for the transformation of self and church. Not all our honest learning and reflection will be 

appropriately or helpfully shared openly. A portfolio can, therefore, have both private and 

public sections, and it is for the pioneer to determine which areas are public.  
 

Structure  
Methodist Pioneering Pathways pioneers are encouraged to explore the areas of Our Calling  

when developing their portfolio. These are:  

 
 To increase awareness of God's presence and to celebrate God's love. (worship)  

 To help people to grow and learn as Christians, through mutual support and care.  

 (learning and caring)  

 To be a good neighbour to people in need and to challenge injustice. (service)  

 To make more followers of Jesus Christ. (evangelism)  

 
Further details can be found on the Methodist Church website, including the Conference  

Report which established the Our Calling themes: 

  

http://www.methodist.org.uk/downloads/conf-our-calling-2000.pdf  

 
The portfolio is split into five sections that reflect distinct aspects of the pioneer's  

developing faith and practice. In this document they are identified by colour:  
 
 
 
1 

 
 
 
Karen Ward, page 79 in Listening to the Beliefs of Emerging Churches: Five Perspectives (2007); Zondervan;  

Grand Rapids, Michigan  
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Personal Faith Journey  

This component explores the pioneer's relationship with God.  

Areas to reflect on might include:  

 hearing God'’s call  

 developing vision  

 rhythms and practices of prayer  

 personal worship life  

 celebrating the sacraments  

 deepening relationship with God.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Contextual Understanding  

This component explores the pioneering context.  

You might want to reflect on some of the following:  

 challenges in relating to the culture and engaging with needs  

 God at work in your mission context  

 opportunities to be part of transforming your community  

 people of peace  

 to what extent are the missional objectives coming to fruition?  

 helping people along their faith journey.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Pioneering Ecclesial Community  

This component explores the pioneer's relationships within the community or project  

they are working in.  

Areas to reflect on might include:  

 gelling as a community  

 challenges that children and adults face in this community  

 developing local leaders  

 strengths and weakness in the team  

 areas of conflict resolution  

 formation of ecclesial community.  
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Distinctively Methodist, Intentionally Ecumenical  

This component explores the pioneer's relationships (and the relationship of the project)  

with the wider church.  

Areas to reflect on might include:  

 the joys and tensions of pioneering within a Methodist context  

 the place of tradition in the developing ecclesial community  

 growing identity with the Church as the body of Christ  

 connecting with the wider church  

 relationship between existing and fresh expressions of Church  

 working in partnership with others  

 the contextual expression of the pillars of faith  

 your own understanding and embracing of Methodist charisms.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Growing as a Pioneer  

This component explores the pioneer's developing skills and gifts for pioneering ministry  

and encourages self-awareness.  

Areas to reflect on might include:  

 development of skills and experience  

 identifying priority areas to nurture (new / developing skills)  

 increased self awareness (what do I need other team members to do because I am  

not gifted in this area? What am I avoiding doing which I should practise more  

often? What I am I doing which I could delegate to others? - How would I feel about  

these changes?)  

 others' observations of the developing pioneering gifts  

 frustrations - gifts / passions not deployed  

 what learning can the pioneer now offer to others who are walking the pioneering  

path?  
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How does the Portfolio relate to the Methodist Pioneering  

Pathways?  
 

 

The creation of a portfolio is one of the 5 core strands of the Methodist Pioneering 

Pathways. However, it is not intended to exist in isolation from the other strands:  

 

 The discipline of reflecting within the portfolio will contribute to the pioneer's 

ongoing discernment of God's calling and their ministry.  

 

 The formal learning undertaken by the pioneer is very likely to challenge and 

stretch their understanding in some areas. This should encourage time for further 

reflection which can be recorded in the portfolio. In some cases the portfolio itself 

could also form one of the requirements of a course of formal study. 

  

 The portfolio is an excellent tool to use in conversation with the pioneer's coach. It 

is helpful for the coach to ask the pioneer what he or she has contributed to their 

portfolio since the last coaching session, encouraging the pioneer to add significant 

contributions on a regular basis. The pioneer may choose particular elements of the 

portfolio as a focus for coaching discussion. 

  

 Pioneers may also choose to share parts of their portfolios in the trusted space 

of their local Methodist Pioneering Pathways Community of Practice. The 

community should encourage one another to develop their portfolios by holding 

one another accountable.  

 
As pioneers reflect within their portfolios in each of the five colour areas described under  

'Structure' they are encouraged to explicitly consider the Priorities of the Methodist Church  

and each element of Our Calling within each portfolio section. Some pioneers may take a  

methodical approach to looking Our Calling element within each portfolio section over time. 

Others will take a more intuitive or circumstantial approach. Pioneers are challenged to find 

ways of stretching themselves to consider combinations of portfolio section and Our Calling 

element which they are less naturally drawn to investigate. Some examples of connections 

to Our Calling and the Priorities are noted in the sections below, these are not intended to be 

exclusive.  
 

 

Personal Faith Journey  

Pioneering can be a lonely place. It is vital that pioneers continue to grow and develop in  

their own faith in relationship with God. This section expects the pioneer to reflect honestly  

on their own faith journey, to develop practices of corporate and personal devotion and to 

communicate their faith story in such a way that it resonates with their context.  

 
This particularly links to the worship section in Our Calling.  
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Pioneering Ecclesial Community  

Pioneers often work in contexts unfamiliar to the traditional church setting. This section of  

the portfolio illustrates the deepening relationships with the emerging ecclesial community  

which is coming to birth. Here the pioneer can reflect on the sustainability of the forming 

expression of church as the story of a developing team unfolds.  

 
This links to the learning and caring section in Our Calling. Pioneers help people to grow as  

Christians, through mutual support & care  

Contextual Understanding  

This section demonstrates the pioneer's understanding of the importance of being  

grounded in a particular setting. The pioneer explores their relationship with their context 

and demonstrates an ability to read and articulate the narrative of the community.  

 
This links to the service and evangelism sections in Our Calling. Pioneers can model being  
good neighbours to people in need, challenging injustice and making more disciples of Christ.  

Distinctively Methodist, Intentionally Ecumenical  

Pioneers seeking to establish ecclesial communities are focused on establishing Christ-like  

communities, those on the Methodist Pioneering Pathways do so in the Methodist tradition.  
Methodist pioneers recognise their place in a global and historical movement and seek to explore  
what this means in the pioneer community. They will also link with others recognising the depth and 

range of ecclesiological understanding.  
 
This links to the Priorities of the Methodist Church:  

 
"In partnership with others wherever possible, the Methodist Church will concentrate its  
prayers, resources, imagination and commitments on this priority:  
To proclaim and affirm its conviction of God's love in Christ, for us and for all the world; and  
renew confidence in God's presence and action in the world and in the Church."  

Growing as a Pioneer  

In this section the pioneer demonstrates that they are growing the skills and practice of  

pioneering ministry.  
 

This links to all four sections in Our Calling: service, evangelism, learning and worship, and 

to the Priorities of the Methodist Church.  
 

 

Content  
 
Pioneers should aim to make regular additions within each of the portfolio sections. Many  

more examples and illustrations of key moments on the journey can be added in addition to  

these intentional additions. The pieces can be very different in nature and cover a whole  

range of material. Here are some examples of what might be used:  
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 An annotated journal. This is a journal kept over a period of time (say 6 months) 

that is annotated later reflecting back on the things felt and experienced. 

 

 A piece of art with reflection. It might be that a project lends itself to producing a  

piece of art and the pioneer wants to use that to reflect on one of the themes 

identified above.  

 

 A poem, story or song. Again this might be something that is produced in the 

project but is annotated/accompanied by a piece of reflection that draws out some of 

the salient points of learning for the pioneer.  
 

 An academic piece of work. It might be that a piece of work that produced for the 

pioneer pathway learning component can also be used in the portfolio. Again it 

should be reflected upon as it will originally have been written to meet academic 

criteria. 

 

 A video/documentary with written, spoken or artistic reflection. This might be a 

video of something the project did (an open day at the community centre) or 

interviews with people engaged with the project. 

 

 Written feedback/observation. This could be a piece of work that someone 

else writes about the pioneer on a particular aspect of your work. For instance, a 

pioneer might ask someone to offer feedback on an act of worship you conducted 

in a non church setting, or how they relate to people in a local homeless centre 

etc. This would probably be accompanied by a piece of work by the pioneer that 

evidences their response to the feedback.  

 

 A recording of theological reflection triggered by something in the pioneering 

setting or other life events. 

 

 Anything that evidences the ability to critically reflect on one or more of the 

five components.  

 

The important thing is that the piece names something of the pioneer's journey (and that of  

the project) and evidences ability to reflect theologically and on practice. If this is a new  

experience there are a number of action/reflection models and pastoral cycles that could be 

used to help you develop your skills in this area.  

 
It is not helpful to impose a frequency or quantity of portfolio contributions. These should  

reflect the important steps on the journey. However, pioneers will benefit more from  

portfolios with a range of regular contributions capturing the depth of their reflections as 

well as observations on their journey. 
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How might a portfolio be used?  
The portfolio should be an active and working document that can be used in a number of  

different ways. It is not simply a piece of work that has to be done and then sits on a shelf.  

Below are a number of ways in which the portfolio might be of use:  
 
 

Management and supervision  
 
The portfolio could be a good way to explore with those to whom a pioneer is accountable  

some of things they have been doing and how their understanding of the work is  

developing. It might avoid the need for a pioneer to repeat the same information in a 

number of different settings if they can give a section from the public portfolio to look  

through and ask 'Any questions?  
 
 
 

Coaching  
 

The Methodist Pioneering Pathways offer a coach who journeys with the pioneer. The  

portfolio might be a useful way to begin some of the conversations the coach and pioneer 

share, the coach might be invaluable in helping the pioneer to reflect critically on some of 

the themes that are developing in their ministry.  

 

 

Communities of Practice  
 

As part of the communities of practice it might be useful to take it in turns sharing  

something from your portfolio as a discussion starter with other pioneers. This is a very  

useful way to share learning and discover resonances between different pioneering projects 

as well as drawing on the experience of other pioneers.  

 

 

Church Councils, Circuit Meetings etc.  
 

It is hoped that the pioneer experience will help the wider church reflect and make  

decisions about its mission and ministry. The portfolio could be a vital tool in that process.  

It might be useful to share with a decision making body/committee some of the learning  

and experiences of the pioneer project so that others might be inspired to try new initiatives 

or be encouraged in their current ministries and projects they are doing elsewhere.  

 

 

Towards an academic award  
 

If the formal learning that you are engaged with allows for a portfolio to be used as part of 

the assessment you might be able to use some or all of this portfolio. There are likely to be  

some institutional requirements that need to be fulfilled (around style and content) but it 

should be possible to use some of this work.  
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Above all the portfolio should help the pioneer to look back on their own faith journey and 

to gain a sense of their own developing journey with God. It should enable them to rejoice  

in their personal development and to see God at work in the context in which they are  

ministering. Portfolios often allow people to see the bigger picture while they work in the  

detail day by day. Looking back can be a huge encouragement, but the portfolio also  

facilitates looking forward. It can help in making small or larger adjustments which keep  

both pioneer and project growing. It can also help in identifying the training and 

development needed to keep maturing as a disciple and servant.  
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(10)  How to start my portfolio?  

1. Think about the format that you will want to use for your portfolio. 

2. Add in your registration document to capture the start of your pioneering pathway 

journey. 

3. Think of a recent event or concern which might be significant to you as a pioneer.   

4. Before launching into a portfolio contribution – pause! 

 Is this a significant incident / concern worth investing quality reflection time? 

 Is it something really huge which might be too big for the first item – if so 

could you break it down into smaller elements and choose one? 

 Where might this fit in your portfolio sections? 

 Permit yourself to choose something else for your first entry if appropriate. 

5. Record the concern or event.  This may be a description, but it may be a picture, 

recording, musical interpretation.... 

6. Now add your reflections.  Here are some questions which might prompt you if this is 

not coming easily: 

 How do you feel about it?   

 Can you see God in this situation?   

 Are there bible passages which help you as you reflect? 

 What might excite/worry/make you nervous/concern you in this situation?   

 What else might be happening? 

 Do you hear God speaking to you? 

 Look at the Our Calling headings – try one which is not obviously connected, 

where does this take your thinking? 

 Is there someone you trust in this situation who might give you a different 

perspective? 

 Do you have questions which need to be answered? 

 Are there actions you wish to take? 

Don’t be constrained by these questions.  You might pick one or two to get you 

thinking, but don’t feel you should try to answer all of them, follow your thoughts. 

Record your thoughts as they come and in a form that is natural for you.  Don’t 

worry about presentation; allow yourself time and space for the ideas to shape.  

Come back to the ideas again later if that suits your reflective style.  Get it all 

down immediately if the activist in you is impatient... 
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7. Now look at your portfolio entry.  What have you learned?  (note this)  Would it help 

to talk it over with someone else?  Remember your coach and community of practice 

are there to support you if that helps. 

The rainbow process is only one approach.  It is offered for those who prefer more 

directive or instruction based guidelines.   

You are the editor for your portfolio, follow your own instincts to get you started. 

 

Next Steps after following page 1: 

If you have completed the rainbow above “Well done” – you have your first portfolio 

entry. 

Challenge yourself to complete your next entry – when will you make time for this?  How 

will you notice topics for inclusion?  Do you want to target a particular section in your 

portfolio or a particular area of your ministry / context? 

Don’t think you need to follow this format every time.   

Sometimes things won’t happen in this order.  Go with the flow, but if it helps check 

back to the rainbow and ask if anything needs adding in. 

Your portfolio will be stronger if you use a variety of approaches. 

Sometimes you might want to be deliberately creative, or to work outside your comfort 

zone in terms of the medium used to represent your thoughts.  (Offer yourself 

opportunity to reflect on the process as well as the issue if you are doing something new 

or different for you.) 

Notice the key words, thoughts or pictures.  Why do they stand out?  Over time you may 

see patterns.  You might even reflect on these in your journal or portfolio.... 

Notice the process from time to time.  Is there anything you can feed back to your fellow 

pioneers to help our wider learning, or to your coach to help your personal journey? 
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(11)  A Fresh Ways Hub 
 

In developing a Fresh Ways hub within each region, we are aiming to draw 
together interest in and support for fresh expressions and pioneering mission so that they 
can flourish and be appropriately and effectively resourced. 
 
The hub is not intended to suggest a particular group, gathering or activity but rather the 
endeavour to offer a framework within which all those within a region who are involved in 
this approach to mission can be held and supported. 
 
It is hoped that the Fresh Ways hub in each region will develop in a way which is 
contextually appropriate and take into account the distinctive characteristics and available 
resources of that region.  While there are certain core objectives of a Fresh Ways hub, those 
objectives may be achieved differently from region to region and regions should have the 
freedom to express and interpret those core objectives in a way which is appropriate for 
them. 
 
The core objectives are: 
 
1. Providing a focus for fresh expressions and pioneering ministry 
 

 Keeping fresh expressions and pioneering on the agenda 

 Reminding people of the possibilities 

 Offering a vision and advocating this approach to mission 
 
2. Offering encouragement to all those involved 
 

 Enabling people to feel that their ministry is valued and affirmed by the church 

 Celebrating and valuing good news stories 
 
3. Giving support to people and projects 
 

 Helping people to exercise their ministry well 

 Helping to ensure that fresh expressions and pioneer projects are established  
and developed effectively 

 Being alongside people when they are facing challenges and setbacks 
 
4. Making available appropriate resources 
 

 Discerning to what resources are most helpful 

 Pointing people to those resources 

 Creating suitable resources if appropriate 

 Engaging with the discussion about appropriate deployment of existing resources, 
including money and property 
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5. Enabling effective networking among those who are involved 
 

 Finding ways in which pioneers and other working in fresh expressions can 
communicate with and learn from one another 

 
6. Encouraging effective oversight of people and projects 

 

 

 


